A simple rate equation model of double pass (DP) Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is developed based on the Giles and Desurvire (1991) model of single pass (SP) EDFA. The mathematical equations to calculate stimulated absorption and emission rate between level 1 and 2 of SP EDFA are modified by integrating the reflected backward propagating signal of DP EDFA. Reflection loss of signal by the reflector is included with the backward propagating signal of DP EDFA. A combination of Runge-Kutta and relaxation method is used to numerically solve the developed DP EDFA rate equation model. Considering high gain and low noise figure (NF) by very low remote pump power as main design objective, the design procedure of remotely pumped optimized DP EDFA is described. Finally the robustness and stability of the developed DP EDFA rate equation model are shown by analyzing the numerical results and output shape using various design parameters. Keywords: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, double pass, remote pump Classification: Photonics devices, circuits, and systems
Introduction
The performance of SP EDFA can be improved by the DP architecture.
Compared to the SP architecture, a gain enhancement of 14 dB for S-band signal [1] , 6 dB for L-band signal [2] , and a high gain of 37.5 dB for C-band signal [3] have been reported. But none of [1, 2 and 3] reported the optimization of their design except experimental results. Recently experimental optimization techniques of DP EDFA have been reported [4, 5] . Pump power is optimized with respect to the optimum EDF length, in [4] . But optimum EDF length is dependent on the pump power, so pump power should be optimized before the optimization of EDF length. On the other hand, pump power is optimized with respect to a 5 meter long reference EDF, in [5] . But the length of reference EDF has noticeable effect on the optimization of pump power and hence there should be a guideline to select the length of reference EDF. This paper focuses on the systematic approach towards attaining the design procedure of remotely pumped optimized DP EDFA using the numerical simulation of the developed DP EDFA rate equation model. The basic architecture of the DP EDFA is depicted in Fig. 1 . Earlier work [6] investigated that the impact of the pumping scheme on the DP EDFA is very minimal, so any pumping scheme can be used. In this work, forward pumping scheme is used. Due to the remote pump application, a 1480 nm pump is considered here. The input signal power of port 1 of circulator (C) is the output of port 2. A wavelength selective coupler (WSC) is used to combine the pump signal with the output signal from port 2. The output signal from the WSC enters as input of the EDF. A fiber loop mirror is used as a reflector. It basically reflects the amplified signal (after first-pass amplification) back into the EDF for the second round of amplification in the opposite direction (second pass). The output signal power of the EDF enters as input of the port 2 of the circulator which is the output of port 3 and considered as amplified output signal power of the DP EDFA.
DP EDFA Architecture

Rate equation model of DP EDFA
Since the pumping at 1480 nm populates the upper amplifier level 4 I 13/2 of the Erbium ions directly, a two level transition between 4 I 15/2 − 4 I 13/2 is considered. The population densities N 1 and N 2 of the 4 I 15/2 and 4 I 13/2 are calculated as [7] :
Where W 12 and W 21 are the up and down stimulated transition rates respectively, R is the pumping rate, τ is the fluorescence lifetime. By definition,
σ P E (λ P ) and σ P A (λ P ) are the emission and absorption cross sections at signal (V S ) and pump (V P ) frequencies. Γ S and Γ P are the overlap factors of signal and pump light. A is the effective cross-sectional area. The equations to calculate W 12 and W 21 of SP EDFA reported in [7] are modified by integrating the reflected backward signal power (P − S ) of DP EDFA to calculate the W 12 and W 21 of DP EDFA as:
The value of R is calculated as:
Where h is the Plank constant, P + S and P + P are the forward signal and pump power, respectively. P 
Where z is the co-ordinate along the EDF. At z = 0 (at the beginning of EDF), P + S = P + Sinitial (initial signal power at the input of the DP EDFA)
Where G f irstpass is the gain of the signal after the first pass through the DP EDFA and R Loss is reflection loss (in percent) of the amplified P + S , by the reflector.
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (10) and (11) is the spontaneous noise power produced in per unit length of the DP EDFA within the DP EDFA homogeneous bandwidth (∆v) for both polarization states. α S and α P represents the internal signal and pump loss terms of the DP EDFA. NF is generated by spontaneous emission and the number of spontaneous photons is given by [7] :
Where η = σ SE σ SA . The NF of a high gain DP EDFA (NF( λ S )) at the signal wavelength λ S are calculated as: In case of remotely pumped DP EDFA, location of the DP EDFA is far away from the pump source and for this reason the necessity of very low operating pump power is essential. At the beginning of the optimization, a reference EDF is considered and signal power is fixed to the operating signal power. Gain, NF, threshold and saturation pump power characteristics of DP EDFA are analyzed by varying the length of reference EDF. It is found that, if the length of reference EDF is shorter than 10 meter, DP EDFA is saturated by very low pump power and provides low gain. On the other hand, the DP EDFA of length 10 to 18 meter shows almost same saturation characteristics and saturated by 14 mW remote pump power. If the length of reference EDF is longer than 18 meter, threshold and saturation pump power of DP EDFA are increase with the increment of reference EDF length. Though using longer EDF and higher operating pump power, DP EDFA is able to provide a high gain, but the use of high remote pump power conflicts with the main design objective of remotely pumped DP EDFA. So any length within 10-18 meter can be selected as a reference length for the EDF mentioned in Tab. I. A 10 meter long EDF is selected as a reference here and the corresponding optimum pump power is 14 mW, because pump power exceeding 14 mW has not high impact on the gain and NF of 10 meter long DP EDFA. The length of DP EDFA is optimized by calculating N2 and N1 as a function of position along the length of DP EDFA by varying the EDF length. It is found that, if the length of EDF is shorter than 29 meter, at the end of DP EDFA, pump power is higher than the threshold power and hence N1 and N2 curves do not intersect each other. If the length of EDF is 29 meter, available pump power at the end of DP EDFA is less than the threshold pump power. As a result, N1 and N2 curves intersect each other at the end of 29 meter long DP EDFA. If an EDF of length more than 29 meter is used then the portion of the EDF that exceeds 29 meter remains unpumped, which absorbs the signal and degrades the DP EDFA performance. Therefore, 29 meter long EDF is selected as optimum length.
The main purpose of the numerical simulation of the developed DP EDFA rate equation model is to help the designers to carry out the design of an optimized remotely pumped DP EDFA. Therefore, the model should show the same output characteristics for any input signal and pump power. Fig. 2 shows the gain (Fig. 2 (a) ) and NF ( Fig. 2 (b) ) of a 29 meter long DP EDFA. From the Fig. 2 (a) , gain values are gradually increased with the increment of pump power. This is because; the increment of pump power increases the N2 as well as inverts the more length of the EDF. As a result gain increases due to the increment of the N2 and higher EDF length increases the total cumulative gain. Fig. 2 (a) also shows that the gain values are gradually decreased with the increment of signal power because the pump can no longer replenish the inversion as fast as the signal depletes it. Referring to the Fig. 2 (b) , NF drops smoothly as the pump power is increased. This is because, with the increment of pump power N2 becomes higher and strong backward signal gets more amplification, as a result NF drops smoothly. NF increases dramatically with the increment of signal power. At higher input signal power levels, the strong signal significantly depletes the N2 and the pump is not able to replenish it as a result the NF increase rapidly with signal power. (Fig. 2(a) ) and NF ( Fig. 2(b) ) in dB as a function of pump power in mW and signal power in dBm using a 29 meter long EDF at 1550 nm signal wavelength.
Finally, Fig. 2 clearly shows that the DP EDFA rate equation model has the same output characteristics for any input pump and signal power. The smoothness of the 3D shape shows the similarity between the numerical results by any input signal and pump power. So the developed DP EDFA rate equation model is stable and robust as well as the numerical results obtained from the DP EDFA rate equation model are able to help the designers to carry out the design of remotely pumped optimized DP EDFA.
Conclusion
A simple rate equation model of DP EDFA is developed and solved numerically. At the beginning of the optimization, a reference EDF is considered. A guideline to select the length of reference EDF is described. The operating pump power is then optimized with respect to the reference EDF of selected length. The length of the EDF is then optimized with respect to the optimum operating pump power. Robustness and stability of the developed DP EDFA rate equation model are shown by analyzing the numerical results. Using the numerical results of the developed DP EDFA rate equation model and by following the design procedure described in this work, designers are able to carry out the design of a remotely pumped optimized DP EDFA from the point of view of economic usage of pump power and optimized length of EDF.
